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from The Gay Science
The madman.— Have you not heard of that madman who lit a
lantern in the bright morning hours, ran to the market place, and
cried incessantly: “I seek God! I seek God!”—As many of those who
did not believe in God were standing around just then, he provoked
much laughter. Has he got lost? asked one. Did he lose his way like
a child? asked another. Or is he hiding? Is he afraid of us? Has he
gone on a voyage? emigrated?—Thus they yelled and laughed.
The madman jumped into their midst and pierced them with his
eyes. “Whither is God?” he cried; “I will tell you. We have killed him—
you and I. All of us are his murderers. . . . God is dead. God remains dead. And we have killed him. . . .
Here the madman fell silent and looked again at his listeners; and
they, too, were silent and stared at him in astonishment. At last he
threw his lantern on the ground, and it broke into pieces and went
out. “I have come too early,” he said then; “my time is not yet. This
tremendous event is still on its way, still wandering; it has not yet
reached the ears of men. Lightning and thunder require time; the
light of the stars requires time; deeds, though done, still require time
to be seen and heard. This deed is still more distant from them than
the most distant stars— and yet they have done it themselves.”

The meaning of our cheerfulness.—The greatest recent event—that
“God is dead,” that the belief in the Christian god has become unbelievable— is already beginning to cast its first shadows over Europe.
For the few at least, whose eyes—the suspicion in whose eyes is
strong and subtle enough for this spectacle, some sun seems to have
set and some ancient and profound trust has been turned into doubt;
to them our old world must appear daily more like evening, more mistrustful, stranger, “older.” But in the main one may say: The event it-

From The Gay Science by Friedrich Nietzsche, translated by Walter Kaufmann. Copyright 1946 by Random House, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. (Ed. note:
this acknowledgment also covers the excerpts from The Gay Science on pp. 9 4 -5 and
101.)
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self is far too great, too distant, too remote from the nultitude’s capacity for comprehension even for the tidings of it to bethought of as
having arrived as yet. Much less may one suppose thatmany people
know as yet what this event really means— and how nuch must collapse now that this faith has been undermined becau s it was built
upon this faith, propped up by it, grown into it; for example, the
whole of our European morality. This long plenitude ;nd sequence
of breakdown, destruction, ruin, and cataclysm that is low impending— who could guess enough of it today to be compelled to play the
teacher and advance proclaimer of this monstrous logic of terror, the
prophet of a gloom and an eclipse of the sun whose lile has probably never yet occurred on earth?
Even we born guessers of riddles who are, as it w ee, waiting on
the mountains, posted between today and tomorrow, stetched in the
contradiction between today and tomorrow, w e firstlings and premature births of the coming century, to whom the shadows that must
soon envelop Europe really should have appeared by iow— why is
it that even we look forward to the approaching gloon without any
real sense of involvement and above all without any worry and fear
for ourselves? Are we perhaps still too much under the impression of
the initial consequences of this event— and these nitial consequences, the consequences for ourselves, are quite the opposite of
what one might perhaps expect: They are not at all sac and gloomy
but rather like a new and scarcely describable kind of light, happiness, relief, exhilaration, encouragement, dawn.
Indeed, we philosophers and “free spirits” feel, when we hear the
news that “the old god is dead,” as if a new dawn shone on us; our
heart overflows with gratitude, amazement, premonitions, expectation. At long last the horizon appears free to us aga'n, even if it
should not be bright; at long last our ships may ventire out again,
venture out to face any danger; all the daring of the loter of knowledge is permitted again; the sea, our sea, lies open again; perhaps
there has never yet been such an “open sea.”—

Herd-Instinct.— Wherever we meet with a morality v e find a valuation and order of rank of the human impulses and activities. These
valuations and order of rank are always the expression of the needs
of a community or herd: that which is in the first place to its advantage— and in the second place and third place— is also the authoritative standard for the worth of every individual. By monlity the indi-
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vidual is taught to become a function of the herd, and to ascribe to
himself value only as a function. As the conditions for the maintenance
of one community have been very different from those of another
community, there have been very different moralities; and in respect
lo the future essential transformations of herds and communities,
states and societies, one can prophesy that there will still be very divergent moralities. Morality is the herd-instinct in the individual.

One Thing Is Needful.— To “give style” to one’s character— that is
it grand and a rare art! He who surveys all that his nature presents in
Its strength and in its weakness, and then fashions it into an ingenious plan, until everything appears artistic and rational, and even
Ihe weaknesses enchant the eye— exercises that admirable art. . . .
What does your conscience say? “You should becom e the person
you are.”

On the “genius of the species. ”—The problem of consciousness
(more precisely, of becoming conscious of something) confronts us
only when we begin to comprehend how we could dispense with it;
and now physiology and the history of animals place us at the beginning of such comprehension (it took them two centuries to catch
up with Leibniz’s suspicion which soared ahead). For we could
think, feel, will, and remember, and we could also “act” in every
«ense of that word, and yet none of all this would have to “enter our
consciousness” (as one says metaphorically). The whole of life
would be possible without, as it were, seeing itself in a mirror. Even
now, for that matter, by far the greatest portion of our life actually
takes place without this mirror effect; and this is true even of our
thinking, feeling, and willing life, however offensive this may sound
to older philosophers. For what purpose, then, any consciousness at
all when it is in the main superfluous?
Now, if you are willing to listen to my answer and the perhaps extravagant surmise that it involves, it seems to me as if the subtlety and
strength of consciousness always were proportionate to a man’s (or
animal’s) capacityfor communication, and as if this capacity in turn
were proportionate to the need for communication. But this last
point is not to be understood as if the individual human being who
happens to be a master in communicating and making understandable his needs must also be most dependent on others in his needs.
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from Thus Spoke Zarathustra
When Zarathustra came into the next town, which lies on the edge
of the forest, he found many people gathered together in the market
place; for it had been promised that there would be a tightrope
walker. And Zarathustra spoke thus to the people:
“I teach you the overman. Man is something that shall be overcome. What have you done to overcome him?
“All beings so far have created something beyond themselves; and
do you want to be the ebb of this great flood and even go back to
the beasts rather than overcome man? What is the ape to man? A
laughingstock or a painful embarrassment. And man shall be just that
for the overman: a laughingstock or a painful embarrassment. You
have made your way from worm to man, and much in you is still
worm. Once you were apes, and even now, too, man is more ape
than any ape.

“Behold, I teach you the overman. The overman is the meaning of
the earth. Let your will say: the overman shall be the meaning of the
earth! I beseech you, my brothers, remain faithful to the earth, and
do not believe those who speak to you of otherworldly hopes! Poison-mixers are they, whether they know it or not. Despisers of life
are they, decaying and poisoned themselves, of whom the earth is
weary: so let them go.
“Once the sin against God was the greatest sin; but God died, and
these sinners died with him. To sin against the earth is now the most
dreadful thing, and to esteem the entrails of the unknowable higher
than the meaning of the earth.

“What is the greatest experience you can have? It is the hour of
the great contempt. The hour in which your happiness, too, arouses
your disgust, and even your reason and your virtue.
From The Portable Nietzsche, edited and translated by Walter Kaufmann. Copyright
1954 by The Viking Press, Inc. Reprinted by permission o f The Viking Press, Inc. (Ed.
note: this acknowledgment also covers the excerpt from Thus Spoke Zarathustra on
P ■98.)
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“The hour when you say, ‘What matters my happiness? It is poverty
(nil filth and wretched contentment. But my happiness ought to justify existence itself.’”

Zarathustra, however, beheld the people and was amazed. Then
Ilf spoke thus:
"Man is a rope, tied between beast and overman—-a rope over an
ttbyss. A dangerous across, a dangerous on-the-way, a dangerous
looking-back, a dangerous shuddering and stopping.
“What is great in man is that he is a bridge and not an end: what
Cun be loved in man is that he is an overture and a going under.”

When Zarathustra had spoken these words he beheld the people
Again and was silent. “There they stand,” he said to his heart; “there
they laugh. They do not understand me; I am not the mouth for these
ears. Must one smash their ears before they learn to listen with their
eyes? Must one clatter like kettledrums and preachers of repentance?
( )r do they believe only the stammerer?
“They have something of which they are proud. What do they call
ihat which makes them proud? Education they call it; it distinguishes
Ihem from goatherds. That is why they do not like to hear the word
'contempt’ applied to them. Let me then address their pride. Let
me speak to them of what is most contemptible: but that is the last

man."
And thus spoke Zarathustra to the people: “The time has come for
man to set himself a goal. The time has come for man to plant the
seed of his highest hope. His soil is still rich enough. But one day this
noil will be poor and domesticated, and no tall tree will be able to
grow in it. Alas, the time is coming when man will no longer shoot
the arrow of his longing beyond man, and the string of his bow will
have forgotten how to whir!
“I say unto you: one must still have chaos in oneself to be able to
give birth to a dancing star. I say unto you: you still have chaos in
yourselves.
“Alas, the time is coming when man will no longer give birth to a
star. Alas, the time of the most despicable man is coming, he that is
no longer able to despise himself. Behold, I show you the last man.
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‘“What is love? What is creation? What is longing? W hat is a star?’
thus asks the last man, and he blinks.
“The earth has becom e small, and on it hops the last man, who
makes everything small. His race is as ineradicable as the flea-beetle;
the last man lives longest.
“‘We have invented happiness,’ say the last men, and they blink.
They have left the regions where it was hard to live, for one needs
warmth. One still loves one’s neighbor and rubs against him, for one
needs warmth.
“Becoming sick and harboring suspicion are sinful to them: one
proceeds carefully. A fool, whoever still stumbles over stones or
human beings! A little poison now and then: that makes for agreeable dreams. And much poison in the end, for an agreeable death.
“One still works, for work is a form of entertainment. But one is
careful lest the entertainment be too harrowing. One n o longer becomes poor or rich: both require too much exertion. W ho still wants
to rule? Who obey? Both require too much exertion.
“No shepherd and one herd! Everybody wants the same, everybody is the same: whoever feels different goes voluntarily into a
madhouse.
“‘Formerly, all the world was mad,’ say the most refined, and they
blink.
“One is clever and knows everything that has ever happened: so
there is no end of derision. One still quarrels, but one is soon reconciled— else it might spoil the digestion.
“One has one’s little pleasure for the day and one’s little pleasure
for the night: but one has a regard for health.
‘“We have invented happiness,’ say the last men, and they blink.”
And here ended Zarathustra’s first speech, which is also called
“the Prologue”; for at this point he was interrupted by the clamor and
delight of the crowd. “Give us this last man, O Zarathustra,” they
shouted. “Turn us into these last men! Then we shall make you a gift
of the overman!” And all the people jubilated and clucked with their
tongues.
But Zarathustra became sad and said to his heart: “They do not
understand me: I am not the mouth for these ears. I seem to have
lived too long in the mountains . . . ”
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from Beyond Good and Evil

| Gnidually it has becom e clear to me what every great philosophy so
[ fur has been: namely, the personal confession of its author and a kind
I of Involuntary and unconscious memoir; also that the moral (or imf moral) intentions in every philosophy constituted the real germ of
life from which the whole plant had grown.
Indeed, if one would explain how the abstrusest metaphysical
claims o f a philosopher really came about, it is always well (and
Wise) to ask first: at what morality does all this (does he) aim? Accordingly, I do not believe that a “drive to knowledge” is the father
of philosophy; but rather that another drive has, here as elsewhere,
employed understanding (and misunderstanding) as a mere instrument. But anyone who considers the basic drives of man to see to
what extent they may have been at play just here as inspiring spirits
(or demons and kobolds) will find that all of them have done philosophy at some time— and that every single one of them would like
only too well to represent just itself as the ultimate purpose of existence and the legitimate master of all the other drives. For every drive
wants to be master— and it attempts to philosophize in that spirit.
To be sure: among scholars who are really scientific men, things
may be different— “better,” if you like— there you may really find
something like a drive for knowledge, some small, independent
clockwork that, once well wound, works on vigorously without any
essential participation from all the other drives of the scholar. The
real “interests” of the scholar therefore lie usually somewhere else—
say, in his family, or in making money, or in politics. Indeed, it is almost a matter of total indifference whether his little machine is
placed at this or that spot in science, and whether the “promising”
young worker turns himself into a good philologist or an expert on
I'ungi or a chemist: it does not characterize him that he becomes this
or that. In the philosopher, conversely, there is nothing whatever that
is impersonal; and above all, his morality bears decided and decisive
witness to who he is—that is, in what order of rank the innermost
drives of his nature stand in relation to each other.
From. Beyond Good and Evil by Friedrich Nietzsche, translated by Walter Kaufmann.
Copyright 1966 by Random House. Reprinted bypermission of the publisher. (Ed. note:
this acknowledgment also covers the excerptfrom Beyond Good and Evil on pp. 9 7 -8 .)
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Wandering through the many subtler and coarser moralities which
have so far been prevalent on earth, or still are prevalent, I found
that certain features recurred regularly together and were closely associated— until I finally discovered two basic types and one basic
difference.
There are master morality and slave morality—I add immediately
that in all the higher and more mixed cultures there also appear attempts at mediation between these two moralities, and yet more
often the interpenetration and mutual misunderstanding of both,
and at times they occur directly alongside each other— even in the
same human being, within a single soul. The moral discrimination of
values has originated either among a ruling group whose consciousness of its difference from the ruled group was accompanied by delight—or among the ruled, the slaves and dependents of every
degree.
In the first case, when the ruling group determines what is “good,”
the exalted, proud states of the soul are experienced as conferring
distinction and determining the order of rank. The noble human
being separates from himself those in whom the opposite of such exalted, proud states finds expression: he despises them. It should be
noted immediately that in this first type of morality the opposition of
“good” and “bad’ means approximately the same as “noble” and
“contemptible.” (The opposition of “good” and “evil” has a different
origin.) One feels contempt for the cowardly, the anxious, the petty,
those intent on narrow utility; also for the suspicious with their unfree glances, those who humble themselves, the doglike people who
allow themselves to be maltreated, the begging flatterers, above all
the liars: it is part of the fundamental faith of all aristocrats that the
common people lie. “We truthful ones”— thus the nobility of ancient
Greece referred to itself.
It is obvious that moral designations were everywhere first applied
to human beings and only later, derivatively, to actions. Therefore it
is a gross mistake when historians of morality start from such questions as: why was the compassionate act praised? The noble type
of man experiences itself as determining values; it does not need
approval; it judges, “what is harmful to me is harmful in itself’; it
knows itself to be that which first accords honor to things; it is valuecreating. Everything it knows as part of itself it honors: such a morality is self-glorification. In the foreground there is the feeling of fullness, of power that seeks to overflow, the happiness of high tension,
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the consciousness of wealth that would give and bestow: the noble
human being, too, helps the unfortunate, but not, or almost not, from
pity, but prompted more by an urge begotten by excess of power. The
noble human being honors himself as one who is powerful, also as
one who has power over himself, who knows how to speak and be
silent, who delights in being severe and hard with himself and respects all severity and hardness. “A hard heart Wotan put into my
breast,” says an old Scandinavian saga: a fitting poetic expression, seeing that it comes from 1;he soul of a proud Viking. Such a type of man
is actually proud of the fact that he is not made for pity, and the hero
of the saga therefore adds as a warning: “If the heart is not hard in
youth it will never harden.” Noble and courageous human beings who
think that way are furthest removed from that morality which finds the
distinction of morality precisely in pity, or in acting for others, or in
désintéressement; faith in oneself, pride in oneself, a fundamental hostility and irony against “selflessness” belong just as definitely to noble
morality as does a slight disdain and caution regarding compassionate feelings and a “warm heart.”
It is the powerful who understand how to honor; this is their art,
their realm of invention. The profound reverence for age and tradition— all law rests on this double reverence— the faith and prejudice
in favor of ancestors and disfavor of those yet to come are typical of
the morality of the powerful; and when the men of “modern ideas,”
conversely, believe almost instinctively in “progress” and “the future”
and more and more lack respect for age, this in itself would sufficiently betray the ignoble origin of these “ideas.”
A morality of the ruling group, however, is most alien and embarrassing to the present taste in the severity of its principle that one has
duties only to one’s peers; that against beings of a lower rank, against
everything alien, one may behave as one pleases or “as the heart desires,” and in any case “beyond good and evil”— here pity and like
feelings may find their place. The capacity for, and the duty of, long
gratitude and long revenge— both only among one’s peers— refinement in repaying, the sophisticated concept of friendship, a certain
necessity for having enemies (as it were, as drainage ditches for the
affects of envy, quarrelsomeness, exuberance— at bottom, in order to
be capable of being good friends')-, all these are typical characteristics of noble morality which, as suggested, is not the morality of
“modern ideas” and therefore is hard to empathize with today, also
hard to dig up and uncover.
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It is different with the second type of morality, slave norality. Suppose the violated, oppressed, suffering, unfree, who areuncertain of
themselves and weary, moralize: what will their monl valuations
have in common? Probably, a pessimistic suspicion abcat the whole
condition of man will find expression, perhaps a concemnation of
man along with his condition. The slave’s eye is not favorable to the
virtues of the powerful: he is skeptical and suspicious, subtly suspicious, of all the “good” that is honored there— he wouli like to persuade himself that even their happiness is not genuine Conversely,
those qualities are brought out and flooded with light wiich serve to
ease existence for those who suffer: here pity, the corrplaisant and
obliging hand, the warm heart, patience, industry, humility, and
friendliness are honored— for here these are the most u’s ful qualities
and almost the only means for enduring the pressure :>f existence.
Slave morality is essentially a morality of utility.
Here is the place for the origin of that famous coposition of
“good” and “evil”: into evil one’s feelings project powerand dangerousness, a certain terribleness, subtlety, and strength tiat does not
permit contempt to develop. According to slave morality those who
are “evil” thus inspire fear; according to master morality t is precisely
those who are “good” that inspire, and wish to inspire, fear, while the
“bad” are felt to be contemptible.
The opposition reaches its climax when, as a logical consequence
of slave morality, a touch of disdain is associated also with the “good”
of this morality— this may be slight and benevolent—because the
good human being has to be undangerous in the skve’s way of
thinking: he is good-natured, easy to deceive, a little stuoid perhaps,
un bonhomme. Wherever slave morality becomes preponderant, language tends to bring the words “good” and “stupid” closer together.
One last fundamental difference: the longing for freedom, the instinct for happiness and the subtleties of the feeling of freedom belong just as necessarily to slave morality and morals as artful and enthusiastic reverence and devotion are the regular symptoms of an
aristocratic way of thinking and evaluating.
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from On the Genealogy of Morality
1.

“Good and Evil,’’“Good and Bad”
•

•

•

2. . . . Now in the first place it is obvious to rue that the actual genesis of the concept “good” is sought and fixed :n the wrong place by
this theory: the judgment “good” does not sten from those to whom
“goodness” is rendered! Rather it was “the gocd” themselves, that is
the noble, powerful, higher-ranking, and high-minded who felt and
ranked themselves and their doings as good, ¡vhich is to say, as of
the first rank, in contrast to everything base, low-minded, common,
and vulgar. Out of this pathos of distance they- first took for themselves the right to create values, to coin names for values: what did
they care about usefulness! The viewpoint of uility is as foreign and
inappropriate as possible, especially in relatbn to so hot an outpouring of highest rank-ordering, rank-distirguishing value judgments: for here feeling has arrived at an opposite of that low degree
of warmth presupposed by every calculating prudence, every assessment of utility— and not just for once, for m hour of exception,
but rather for the long run. As was stated, the jathos of nobility and
distance, this lasting and dominant collective md basic feeling of a
higher ruling nature in relation to a lower nature, to a “below ”—that
is the origin of the opposition “good” and “b a i ” (The right of lords
to give names goes so far that we should allow ourselves to comprehend the origin of language itself as an egression of power on
the part of those who rule: they say “this is such and such,” they seal
each thing and happening with a sound and thus, as it were, take
possession o f it.) It is because of this origin that from the outset the
word “good” does not necessarily attach itself to “unegoistic” actions— as is the superstition of those genealogists of morality. On the
contrary, only when aristocratic value judgments begin to decline
does this entire opposition “egoistic” “unegoisic” impose itself more
and more on the human conscience— to mak? use of my language,

From On the Genealogy of Morality by Friedrich Nietzsche translated by Maudemarie
Clark and Alan J, Swenson. Copyright 1988 by Hackett Pibl. Co. Reprinted by permission o f the publisher. (Ed. note: this acknowledgment alst covers the excerpt from On
the Genealogy of Morality on pp. 95 -6 .)
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it is the herd instinct that finally finds a voice (also wois) in this opposition. And even then it takes a long time until tls instinct becomes dominant to such an extent that moral valuatio: in effect gets
caught and stuck at that opposition (as is the case in pssent-day Europe: today the prejudice that takes “moral,” “unegistic,” “désintéressé” to be concepts of equal value already rules wh the force of
an “idéefixe ” and sickness in the head).

4.— The pointer to the right path was given to me fr the question:
what do the terms coined for “good” in the various laguages actually mean from an etymological viewpoint? Here I foud that they all
lead back to the same conceptual transformation— tht everywhere
the basic concept is “noble,” “aristocratic” in the senSerelated to the
estates, out of which “good” in the sense of “noble o soul,” “highnatured of soul,” “privileged of soul” necessarily deveops: a development that always runs parallel to that other one which makes
“common,” “vulgar,” “base” pass over finally into the oncept “bad.”
The most eloquent example of the latter is the Cerman word
“schlecht” [bad] itself: which is identical with “schlict’ [plain, simple]— compare “schlechtw eg“schlechterdings” [simjly or downright]— and originally designated the plain, the commcn man, as yet
without a suspecting sideward glance, simply in oppsition to the
noble one. Around the time of the Thirty-Years’ War, ii other words
late enough, this sense shifts into the one now commonly used.

7.— One will already have guessed how easily the piestly manner
of valuation can branch off from the knightly-aristocatic and then
develop into its opposite; this process is especially given an impetus
every time the priestly caste and the warrior caste confront each
other jealously and are unable to agree on a price. The knightlyaristocratic value judgments have as their presupposition a powerful
physicality, a blossoming, rich, even overflowing health, together
with that which is required for its preservation: war, adventure, the
hunt, dance, athletic contests, and in general everything which includes strong, free, cheerful-hearted activity. The priestly-noble manner of valuation— as we have seen— has other presuppositions: too
bad for it when it comes to war! Priests are, as is well known, the
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most evil enemies—why is that? Because they are the most powerless.
Out of their powerlessness their hate grows into something enormous and uncanny, into something most spiritual and most poisonous. The truly great haters in the history of the world have always
been priests, also the most ingenious haters:— compared with the
spirit of priestly revenge all the rest of spirit taken together hardly
merits consideration. Human history would be much too stupid an
affair without the spirit that has entered into it through the powerless:— let us turn right to the greatest example. Of all that has been
done on earth against “thé noble,” “the mighty,” “the lords,” “the
power-holders,” nothing is worthy of mention in comparison with
that which the Jews have done against them: the Jews, that priestly
people who in the end were only able to obtain satisfaction from
their enemies and conquerors through a radical revaluation of their
values, that is, through an act of spiritual revenge. This was the only
way that suited a priestly people, the people of the most suppressed
priestly desire for revenge. It was the Jew s who in opposition to the
aristocratic value equation (good = noble = powerful = beautiful =
happy = beloved of God) dared its inversion, with fear-inspiring consistency, and held it fast with teeth of the most unfathomable hate
(the hate of powerlessness), namely: “the miserable alone are the
good; the poor, powerless, lowly alone are the good; the suffering,
deprived, sick, ugly are also the only pious, the only blessed in God,
for them alone is there blessedness,— whereas you, you noble and
powerful ones, you are in all eternity the evil, the cruel, the lustful,
the insatiable, the godless, you will eternally be the wretched, accursed, and damned!” . . . We know who inherited this Jewish revaluation . . . In connection with the enormous and immeasurably
doom-laden initiative provided by the Jews with this most fundamental of all declarations of war, I call attention to the proposition
which I arrived at on another occasion (“Beyond Good and Evil” section 195)— namely, that with the Jews the slave revolt in morality begins: that revolt which has a two-thousand-year history behind it and
which has only moved out of our sight today because it— has been
victorious . . .

10. The slave revolt in morality begins when ressentiment itself becomes creative and gives birth to values: the ressentiment of beings
denied the true reaction, that of the deed, who recover their losses
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only through an imaginary revenge. Whereas all ncble morality
grows out o f a triumphant yes-saying to oneself, from th: outset slave
morality says “n o” to an “outside,” to a “different,” to a “lot-self’: and
this “no” is its creative deed. This reversal of the value-establishing
glance— this necessary direction toward the outside iniead of back
onto oneself—belongs to the very nature of ressentimert: in order to
come into being, slave-morality always needs an opposite and external world; it needs, psychologically speaking, extenal stimuli in
order to be able to act at all,— its action is, from the gound up, reaction. The reverse is the case with the noble manner o valuation: it
acts and grows spontaneously, it seeks out its opposite rnly in order
to say “yes” to itself still more gratefully and more jubilaitly— its negative concept “low” “common” “bad” is only an afteroirth, a pale
contrast-image in relation to its positive basic concert, saturated
through and through with life and passion: “we noble oies, we good
ones, we beautiful ones, we happy ones!” When the ruble manner
o f valuation lays a hand on reality and sins against it, ths occurs relative to the sphere with which it is not sufficiently acquahted, indeed
against a real knowledge of which it rigidly defends itelf: in some
cases it forms a wrong idea of the sphere it holds in ccntempt, that
of the common man, of the lower people; on the othe hand, consider that the affect of contempt, of looking down on, :.)f the superior glance— assuming that it does falsify the image of he one held
in contempt— will in any case fall far short of the falsiication with
which the suppressed hate, the revenge of the powerless lays a hand
on its opponent— in effigy, of course. Indeed there is toe much carelessness in contempt, too much taking-lightly, too mich lookingaway and impatience mixed in, even too much of a feeing of cheer
in oneself, for it to be capable of transforming its object into a real
caricature and monster.

13-— But let us come back: the problem of the othr origin of
“good,” of the good one as conceived by the man of nssentiment,
demands its conclusion.— That the lambs feel anger tow.rd the great
birds o f prey does not strike us as odd: but that is no reaon for holding it against the great birds of prey that they snatch up little lambs
for themselves. And when the lambs say among themslves “these
birds of prey are evil; and whoever is as little as possille a bird of
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prey but rather its opposite, a lamb,— isn’t he good?” there is nothing to criticize in this setting up of an ideal, even if the birds of prey
should look on this a little mockingly and perhaps say to themselves:
“we do not feel any anger towards them, these good lambs, as a matter of fact, we love them: nothing is more tasty than a tender lamb.”—
To demand of strength that it not express itself as strength, that it not
be a desire to overwhelm, a desire to cast down, a desire to become
lord, a thirst for enemies and resistances and triumphs, is just as nonsensical as to demand of weakness that it express itself as strength.
A quantum of power is just such a quantum of drive, will, effect—
more precisely, it is nothing other than this very driving, willing, effecting, and only through the seduction of language (and the basic
errors of reason petrified therein), which understands and misunderstands all effecting as conditioned by an effecting something, by a
“subject,” can it appear otherwise. For just as common people separate the lightning from its flash and take the latter as a doing, as an
effect of a subject called lightning, so popular morality also separates
strength from the expressions of strength as if there were behind the
strong an indifferent substratum that is free to express strength— or
not to. But there is no such substratum; there is no “being” behind
the doing, effecting, becoming; “the doer” is simply fabricated into
the doing— the doing is everything. Common people basically double the doing when they have the lightning flash; this is a doingdoing: the same happening is posited first as cause and then once
again as its effect. Natural scientists do no better when they say “force
moves, force causes,” and so on— our entire science, despite all its
coolness, its freedom from affect, still stands under the seduction of
language and has not gotten rid of the changelings slipped over on
it, the “subjects” (the atom, for example, is such a changeling, likewise the Kantian “thing in itself’): small wonder if the suppressed,
hiddenly glowing affects of revenge and hate exploit this belief and
basically even uphold no other belief more ardently than this one,
that the strong one isfree to be weak, and the bird of prey to be a
lamb:— they thereby gain for themselves the right to hold the bird of
prey accountable for being a bird of prey.

16. Let us conclude. The two opposed values ‘good and bad,’ ‘good
and evil,’ have fought a terrible millennia-long battle on earth; and as
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certainly as the second value has had the upper hand frr a long time,
even so there is still no shortage of places where the lattle goes on,
undecided. One could even say that it has in the mantime been
borne up ever higher and precisely thereby become ever deeper,
ever more spiritual: so that today there is perhaps no nore decisive
mark of the “higher nature, ” of the more spiritual natire, than to be
conflicted in that sense and still a real battle-ground fc those opposites. The symbol of this battle, written in a script thathas so far remained legible across all of human history, is “Rome igainst Judea,
Judea against Rome”:— so far there has been no greasr event than
this battle, this formulation of the problem, this mortal^ hostile contradiction. Rome sensed in the Jew something like anl-nature itself,
its antipodal monstrosity as it were; in Rome the Je\; was held to
have been “convicted of hatred against the entire,vuman race”:
rightly so, insofar as one has a right to tie the salvaticn and the future of the human race to the unconditional rule of aistocratic values, of Roman values. What the Jews on the other hard felt towards
Rome? One can guess it from a thousand indications; >ut it will suffice to recall again the Johannine Apocalypse, that mot immoderate
of all written outbursts that revenge has on its conscince. (Do not
underestimate, by the way, the profound consistency c the Christian
instinct when it gave precisely this book of hate the nane of the disciple of love, the same one to whom it attributed tht enamoredrapturous gospel— : therein lies a piece of truth, howver much literary counterfeiting may have been needed for this jurpose.) The
Romans were after all the strong and noble ones, svch that none
stronger and nobler have ever existed, ever even b en dreamt of;
everything that remains of them, every inscription thrls, supposing
that one can guess what is doing the writing there. Tie Jews, conversely, were that priestly people of ressentiment par ixcellence, in
whom there dwelt a popular-moral genius without parllel: just compare the peoples with related talents— for instance the (hinese or the
Germans— with the Jews in order to feel what is first nd what fifth
rank. Which of them has been victorious in the meanlme, Rome or
Judea? But there is no doubt at all: just consider befoe whom one
bows today in Rome itself as before the quintessence cf all the highest values— and not only in Rome, but over almost lalf the earth,
everywhere that man has becom e tame or wants to beom e tame,—
before three Jews, as everyone knows, and one /<?wess(before Jesus
of Nazareth, the fisher Peter, the carpet-weaver Paul, aid the mother
of the aforementioned Jesus, called Mary). This is ver remarkable:
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Rome has succumbed without any doubt. To be sure, in the Renaissance there was a brilliant-uncanny reawakening of the classical
ideal, of the noble manner o f valuing all things.- Rome itself moved
like one awakened from apparent death, under the pressure of the
new Judaized Rome built above it, which presented the appearance
of an ecumenical synagogue and was called “church”: but immediately Judea triumphed again, thanks to that thoroughly mobbish
(German and English) ressentiment movement called the Reformation, and that which had to follow from it, the restoration of the
church— also the restoration of the old sepulchral sleep of classical
Rome. In an even more decisive and more profound sense than before, Judea once again achieved a victory over the classical ideal with
the French Revolution: the last political nobleness there was in Europe, that of the seventeenth and eighteenth French centuries, collapsed under the instincts of popular ressentiment—never on earth
has a greater jubilation, a noisier enthusiasm been heard! It is true
that in the midst of all this the most enormous, most unexpected
thing occurred: the classical ideal itself stepped bodily and with unheard of splendor before the eyes and conscience of humanity— and
once again, more strongly, more simply, more penetratingly than
ever, the terrible and thrilling counter-slogan “the privilege of thefew”
resounded in the face of the old lie-slogan of ressentiment, “the privilege of the majority,” in the face of the will to lowering, to debasement, to leveling, to the downward and evening-ward of man! Like
;i last sign pointing to the other path, Napoleon appeared, that most
individual and late-born human being there ever was, and in him the
incarnate problem of the noble ideal in itself-—consider well, what
kind of problem it is: Napoleon, this synthesis of an inhuman and a

superhuman . . .

II.

“Guilt,’’“Bad Conscience,” and Related Matters

1. To breed an animal that ispermitted topromise— isn’t this precisely
the paradoxical task nature has set for itself with regard to man? isn’t
this the true problem of man? . . .
•

•

•

2.
Precisely this is the long history of the origins of responsibility.
As we have already grasped, the task of breeding an animal that is
permitted to promise includes, as condition and preparation, the
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more specific task of first making man to a certain degree necessary*;
uniform, like among like, regular, and accordingly predictable. The;
enormous work of what I have called “morality of custom” (cf. Day-:
break 9, 14, 16)—the true work of man on himself for the longest ■
part of the duration of the human race, his entire prehistoric w ork ,;
has in this its meaning, its great justification— however much hardness, tyranny, mindlessness, and idiocy may be inherent in it: with i
the help of the morality of custom and the social straightjacket m an ,
was made truly calculable. If, on the other hand, we place ourselves
at the end of the enormous process, where the tree finally produces
its fruit, where society and its morality of custom finally brings to
light that to which it was only the means: then we will find as the ,
ripest fruit on its tree the sovereign individual, the individual resembling only himself, free again from the morality of .custom, autonomous and supermoral (for “autonomous” and “moral” are mutually exclusive), in short, the human being with his own independent
long will, the human being who ispermitted topromise— and in him
a proud consciousness, twitching in all his muscles, of what has finally been achieved and become flesh in him, a true consciousness
of power and freedom, a feeling of the completion of man himself.
This being who has become free, who is really permitted to promise,
this lord of the free will, this sovereign— how could he not know
what superiority he thus has over all else that is not permitted to
promise and vouch for itself, how much trust, how much fear, how
much reverence he awakens— he “earns” all three— and how this
mastery over himself also necessarily brings with it mastery over circumstances, over nature and all lesser-willed and more unreliable
creatures? The “free” human being, the possessor of a long, unbreakable will, has in this possession his standard of value as well:
looking from himself toward the others, he honors or holds in contempt; and just as necessarily as he honors the ones like him, the
strong and reliable (those who are permitted to promise),— that is,
everyone who promises like a sovereign, weightily, seldom, slowly,
who is stingy with his trust, who conveys a mark of distinction when
he trusts, who gives his word as something on which one can rely
because he knows himself to be strong enough to uphold it even
against accidents, even “against fate”— : just as necessarily he will
hold his kick in readiness for the frail dogs who promise although
they are not permitted to do so, and his switch for the liar who breaks
his word already the moment it leaves his mouth. The proud knowl-
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Bilge of the extraordinary privilege of responsibility, the consciousness of this rare freedom, this power over oneself and fate, has sunk
Into his lowest depth and has becom e instinct, the dominant instinct:— what will he call it, this dominant instinct, assuming that he
Icels the need to have a word for it? But there is no doubt: this sovereign human being calls it his conscience. . . .

3.
• • • We Germans certainly do not regard ourselves as a particularly cruel and hard-hearted people, still less as particularly frivolous or living-for-the-day; but one need only look at our old penal
codes to discover what amount of effort it takes to breed a “people
of thinkers” on earth (that is to say: the people of Europe, among
whom one still finds even today the maximum of confidence, seriousness, tastelessness, and matter-of-factness, qualities which give it
u right to breed every type of European mandarin). Using terrible
means these Germans have made a memory for themselves in order
to become master over their mobbish basic instincts and the brutal
Iicavy-handedness o f the same: think o f the old German punishments, for example of stoning (— even legend has the millstone fall
on the head of the guilty one), breaking on the wheel (the most characteristic invention and specialty of German genius in the realm of
punishment!), casting stakes, having torn or trampled by horses
("quartering”), boiling the criminal in oil or wine (as late as the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries), the popular flaying (“Riemenschneidan"), cutting flesh from the breast; also, no doubt, that the evil-doer
was smeared with honey and abandoned to the flies under a burning sun. With the help of such images and processes one finally retains in memory five, six “I will nots,” in connection with which one
has given one’s promise in order to live within the advantages of society,— and truly! with the help of this kind of memory one finally
came “to reason”!— Ah, reason, seriousness, mastery over the affects,
this entire gloomy matter called reflection, all these prerogatives and
showpieces of man: how dearly they have been paid for! how much
blood and horror there is at the base of all “good things”! . . .

4.
But how then did that other “gloomy thing,” the consciousness
of guilt, the entire “bad conscience” come into the world?— And thus
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we return to our genealogists of morality. To say it once more— or
haven’t I said it at all yet?— they aren’t good for anything.

8.
The feeling of guilt, of personal obligation— to take up the train
of our investigation again— had its origin, as we have seen, in the oldest and most primitive relationship among persons there is, in the relationship between buyer and seller, creditor and debtor: here for the
first time person stepped up against person, here for the first time a
person measured himselfby another person. No degree of civilization
however low has yet been discovered in which something of this relationship was not already noticeable. Making prices, gauging values,
thinking out equivalents, exchanging— this preoccupied man’s very
first thinking to such an extent that it is in a certain sense'thinking itself here that oldest kind o f acumen was bred, here likewise we may
suspect the first beginnings of human pride, man’s feeling of preeminence with respect to other creatures. Perhaps our word “man”
(;manas) still expresses precisely something of this self-esteem: man
designated himself as the being who measures values, who values and
measures, as the “appraising animal in itself.” Purchase and sale, together with their psychological accessories, are older than even the
beginnings of any societal associations and organizational forms: it
was out of the most rudimentary form of personal legal rights that the
budding feeling of exchange, contract, guilt, right, obligation, compensation first transferred itself onto the coarsest and earliest communal complexes (in their relationship to similar complexes), together
with the habit of comparing, measuring, and calculating power against
power. The eye was simply set to this perspective: and with that
clumsy consistency characteristic of earlier humanity’s thinking—
which has difficulty moving but then continues relentlessly in the
same direction— one arrived straightaway at the grand generalization
“every thing has its price; everything can be paid o ff’— at the oldest
and most naive moral canon of justice, at the beginning of all “goodnaturedness,” all “fairness,” all “good will,” all “objectivity” on earth.
Justice at this first stage is the good will among parties of approximately equal power to come to terms with one another, to reach an
“understanding” again by means of a settlement— and in regard to less
powerful parties, to force them to a settlement among themselves.—
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16. At this point I can no longer avoid helping my own hypothesis on the origin of the “bad conscience" to a first, preliminary expression: it is not easy to present and needs to be considered,
guarded, and slept over for a long time. I take fcad conscience to be
the deep sickness into which man had to fall under the pressure of
that most fundamental of all changes he ev^r experienced— the
change of finding himself enclosed once and for all within the sway
of society and peace. Just as water animals must have fared when
they were forced either to becom e land animals or to perish, so fared
these half animals who were happily adapted to wilderness, war,
roaming about, adventure— all at once all of thdr instincts were devalued and “disconnected.” From now on they were to go on foot
and “carry themselves” where they had previously been carried by
the water: a horrible heaviness lay upon them- They felt awkward
doing the simplest tasks; for this new, unfaniiliar world they no
longer had their old leaders, the regulating drives that unconsciously
guided them safely— they were reduced to thinking, inferring, calculating, connecting cause and effect, these unhappy ones, reduced to
their “consciousness,” to their poorest and most erring organ! I do not
believe there has ever been such a feeling of riiisery on earth, such
a leaden discomfort— and yet those old instincts had not all at once
ceased to make their demands! It’s just that it was difficult and seldom possible to yield to them: for the most part they had to seek new
and as it were subterranean gratifications. All instincts that do not discharge themselves outwardly turn themselves inwards—this is what
I call the internalizing of man: thus first grows in man that which he
later calls his “soul.” The entire inner world, originally thin as if inserted between two skins, has spread and unfolded, has taken on
depth, breadth, height to the same extent that man’s outward discharging has been obstructed. Those terrible bulwarks with which
the organization of the state protects itself agaiiist the old instincts of
freedom— punishments belong above all else to these bulwarks—
brought it about that all those instincts of the wild free roaming
human turned themselves backwards against man himself. Hostility,
cruelty, pleasure in persecution, in assault, itfi change, in destruction— all of that turning itself against the possessors of such instincts:
that is the origin of “bad conscience.” The main who, for lack of external enemies and resistance, and wedged into an oppressive narrowness and regularity of custom, impatiently fore apart, persecuted,
gnawed at, stirred up, maltreated himself; this ¡animal that one wants
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to “tame” and that beats itself raw on the bars of its cage; this deprived one, consumed by homesickness for the desert, who had to
create out of himself an adventure, a place of torture, an uncertain
and dangerous wilderness— this fool, this longing and desperate prisoner became the inventor of “bad conscience.” In him, however, the
greatest and most uncanny of sicknesses was introduced, one from
which man has not recovered to this day, the suffering of man from
man, from himself—as the consequence of a forceful separation
from his animal past, of a leap and plunge, as it were, into new situations and conditions of existence, of a declaration of war against
the old instincts on which his energy, desire, and terribleness had
thus far rested. Let us immediately add that, on the other hand, with
the appearance on earth of an animal soul turned against itself, taking sides against itself, something so new, deep,, unheard of, enigmatic, contradictory, and full of future had come into being that the
appearance of the earth was thereby essentially changed. Indeed, divine spectators were necessary to appreciate the spectacle that thus
began and whose end is still by no means in sight— a spectacle too
refined, too wonderful, too paradoxical to be permitted to play itself
out senselessly-unnoticed on some ridiculous star! Since that time
man is included among the most unexpected and exciting lucky
throws in the game played by the “big child” of Heraclitus, whether
called Zeus or chance— he awakens for himself an interest, an anticipation, a hope, almost a certainty, as if with him something were announcing itself, something preparing itself, as if man were not a goal
but only a path, an incident, a bridge, a great promise . . .

19- It is a sickness, bad conscience— this admits of no doubt— but
a sickness as pregnancy is a sickness.

III.

What Do Ascetic Ideals Mean?
Carefree, mocking, violent— thus wisdom wants us: she is a
woman, she always loves only a warrior.

—Thus Spoke Zarathustra
13- But let us return to our problem. In an accounting that is physiological and no longer psychological, a contradiction such as the as-
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cctlc seems to represent, “life against life,” is— this much is immediately clear as day— simply nonsense. It can only be apparent; it must
be a kind of provisional expression, an interpretation, formula, arrangement, a psychological misunderstanding of something whose
actual nature could not be understood for a long time, could not be
designated in itself— a mere word, jammed into an old gap in human
knowledge. And to oppose this with a brief statement of the facts of
the matter: the ascetic ideal springs from the protective and healing
instincts of a degenerating life that seeks with every means to hold
Its ground and is fighting for its existence; it points to a partial physiological hindrance and tiredness against which the deepest instincts
of life, which have remained intact, fight incessantly with new means
and inventions. The ascetic ideal is such a means: it is exactly the opposite of what its venerators suppose— in it and through it life is
wrestling with death and against death; the ascetic ideal is an artifice
for the preservation of life. That this ideal has been able to rule and
achieve power over humans to the extent that history teaches us it
has, in particular wherever the civilization and taming of man has
been successfully carried out, expresses a great fact: the diseasedness
of the previous type of human, at least of the human made tame, the
physiological struggle o f man with death (more precisely: with satiety with life, with tiredness, with the wish for the “end”). The ascetic priest is the incarnate wish for a different existence, an existence
somewhere else, and in fact the highest degree of this wish, its true
lurvor and passion: but the very power of his wishing is the shackle
that binds him here; in this very process he becomes a tool that must
work at creating more favorable conditions for being-here and beinghuman—with this very power he ties to existence the entire herd of
the deformed, out of sorts, short-changed, failed, those of every kind
who suffer from themselves, by instinctively going before them as
shepherd. One understands me already: this ascetic priest, this seeming enemy of life, this negating one—precisely he belongs to the very
great conserving and yes-creating forces of life . . . Whence it
stems, this diseasedness? For man is sicker, more unsure, more
changing, more undetermined than any other animal, of this there is
no doubt— he is the sick animal: how does this come about? Certainly
he has also dared more, innovated more, defied more, challenged
fate more than all the other animals taken together: he, the great experimenter with himself, the unsatisfied, unsatiated one who wrestles with animal, nature, and gods for final dominion— he, the one
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yet unconquered, the eternally future one who no longer finds any
rest from his own pressing energy, so that his future digs inexorably
like a spur into the flesh of every present:— how could such a courageous and rich animal not also be the most endangered, the most
prolongedly and most deeply sick among all sick animals? . . . Man
is fed up with it, often enough, there are entire epidemics of this
being-fed-up (— around 1348, at the time of the Dance of Death): but
even this loathing, this tiredness, this vexation with himself—everything emerges so powerfully in him that it immediately becomes a
new shackle. As if by magic, the “no” that he says to life brings to
light an abundance of tender “yes’s”; even when he wounds himself,
this master of destruction, self-destruction— afterwards it is the
wound itself that compels him to live. . . .
•

•

•

28. . . . One simply cannot conceal from oneself what all the
willing that has received its direction from the ascetic ideal actually
expresses: this hatred of the human, still more of the animal, still
more of the material, this abhorrence of the senses, of reason itself,
this fear of happiness and of beauty, this longing away from all appearance, change, becoming, death, wish, longing itself—all of this
means— let us dare to grasp this— a will to nothingness, an aversion
to life, a rebellion against the most fundamental presuppositions of
life; but it is and remains a will! . . . And, to say again at the end
what I said at the beginning: man would much rather will nothingness than not will. . . .

from Twilight of the Idols
The Problem of Socrates
Concerning life, the wisest men of all ages have judged alike: it is no
good. Always and everywhere one has heard the same sound from
their mouths— a sound full of doubt, full of melancholy, full of weariFrom The Portable Nietzsche, edited and translated by Walter Kaufmann. Copyright
1954 by The Viking Press, Inc. Reprinted by permission o f The Viking Press, Inc. (Ed.
note: this acknowledgment also covers the excerpts from Twilight of the Idols on p. 9 7
and from The Antichrist on p. 99.)
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ness of life, full of resistance to life. Even Socrates said, as he died:
“To live— that means to be sick a long time: I owe Asclepius the Savior a rooster.” Even Socrates was tired of it. What does that evidence?
What does it evince? Formerly one would have said (—-oh, it has
been said, and loud enough, and especially by our pessimists): “At
least something of all this must be true! The consensus of the sages
evidences the truth.” Shall we still talk like that today? May we? “At
least something must be sick here,” we retort. These wisest men of
all ages— they should first be scrutinized closely. Were they all perhaps shaky on their legs? late? tottery? decadents! Could it be that wisdom appears on earth as a raven, inspired by a little whiff of carrion?
•

•

•

When one finds it necessary to turn reason intD a tyrant, as Socrates
did, the danger cannot be slight that something else will play the
tyrant. Rationality was then hit upon as the savioi; neither Socrates nor
his “patients” had any choice about being rational: it was de rigeur, it
was their last resort. The fanaticism with which all Greek reflection
throws itself upon rationality betrays a desperate situation; there was
danger, there was but one choice: either to perish or—to be absurdly
rational. The moralism of the Greek philosophers from Plato on is
pathologically conditioned; so is their esteem of dialectics. Reasonvirtue-happiness, that means merely that one must imitate Socrates
and counter the dark appetites with a permanent daylight—the daylight of reason. One must be clever, clear, bright it any price: any concession to the instincts, to the unconscious, leads downward.

Morality as Anti-Nature
All passions have a phase when they are merely disastrous, when
they drag down their victim with the weight of stupidity—and a later,
very much later phase when they wed the spirit, when they “spiritualize” themselves. Formerly, in view of the element of stupidity in
passion, war was declared on passion itself, its destruction was plotted; all the old moral monsters are agreed on this: ilfaut tuer lespassions. The most famous formula for this is to be found in the New
Testament, in that Sermon on the Mount, where, incidentally, things
are by no means looked at from a height. There it is said, for example, with particular reference to sexuality: “If thy eye offend thee,
pluck it out.” Fortunately, no Christian acts in accordance with this
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precept. Destroying the passions and cravings, merely as a preventive measure against their stupidity and the unpleasant consequences
of this stupidity— today this itself strikes us as merely another acute
form of stupidity. We no longer admire dentists who “pluck out”
teeth so that they will not hurt any more.
•

•

•

Let us finally consider how naïve it is altogether to say: “Man ought
to be such and such!” Reality shows us an enchanting wealth of
types, the abundance of a lavish play and change of forms— and
some wretched loafer of a moralist comments: “No! Man ought to be
different.” He even knows what man should be like, this wretched
bigot and prig: he paints himself on the wall and comments, “Ecce
homor But even when the moralist addresses himself only to the single human being and says to him, “You ought to be such and such!”
he does not cease to make himself ridiculous. The single human
being is a piece of fatum from the front and from the rear, one law
more, one necessity more for all that is yet to come and to be. To say
to him, “Change yourself!” is to demand that everything be changed,
even retroactively. And indeed there have been consistent moralists
who wanted man to be different, that is, virtuous— they wanted him
remade in their own image, as a prig: to that end, they negated the
world! No small madness! No modest kind of immodesty!
. . . I am afraid we are not rid of God because we still have faith
in grammar.

On Truth
Sense for Truth.— Commend me to all skepticism where I am permitted to answer: “Let us put it to the test!” But I don’t wish to hear
anything more of things and questions which do not admit of being
tested. That is the limit of my “sense for truth”: for bravery has there
lost its right.

(Gay Science)
Life no Argument.—We have arranged for ourselves a world in
which we can live— by the postulating of bodies, lines, surfaces,
causes and effects, motion and rest, form and content: without these
articles of faith no one could manage to live at present! But for all
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that they are still unproved. Life is no argument; error might be
nmong the conditions of life.
(Ibid.)

Ultimate Scepticism.— But what after all are man’s truths?— They
¡ire his irrefutable errors.

(Ibid.)

Truth is the kind of error without which a certain species of life
could not live. The value for life is ultimately decisive.
(T he Witt to Pow er)*

The criterion of truth resides in the enhancement of the feeling of
power.
(Ibid.)

What is truth?—Inertia; that hypothesis which gives rise to contentment; smallest expenditure of spiritual force, etc.

(Ibid.)

There are many kinds of eyes. Even the sphinx has eyes— and
consequently there are many kinds of “truths,” and consequently
there is no truth.
(Ibid.)
Suppose such an incarnate will to contradiction and antinaturalness is induced to philosophize: upon what will it vent its innermost
contrariness? Upon what is felt most certainly to be real and actual:
It will look for error precisely where the instinct of life most unconditionally posits truth. It will, for example, like the ascetics of the
Vedanta philosophy, downgrade physicality to an illusion; likewise
pain, multiplicity, the entire conceptual antithesis “subject" and “object”— errors, nothing but errors! To renounce belief in one’s ego, to
deny one’s own “reality”— what a triumph! not merely over the
.senses, over appearance, but a much higher kind o f triumph, a violation and cruelty against reason— a voluptuous pleasure that
reaches its height when the ascetic self-contempt and self-mockery
of reason declares: “there is a realm of truth and being, but reason is
excluded from it!” . . .
But precisely because we seek knowledge, let us not be ungrateful to such resolute reversals of accustomed perspectives and valuations with which the spirit has, with apparent mischievousness and

*l!rom The Will to Power by Friedrich Nietzsche, translated by Walter Kaufmann and
lij. Hollingdale, edited by Walter Kaufmann. Copyright © 1967 by Walter Kaufmann.
Reprinted by permission o f Random House, Inc. (Ed. note: this acknowledgment also
covers the excerpts from The Will to Power on pp. 96, 99-100, and 101.)
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futility, raged against itself for so long: to see differently in this w a y '
for once, to want to see differently, is no small discipline and preparation of the intellect for its future “objectivity”— the latter understood not as “contemplation without interest” (which is a nonsensical absurdity), but as the ability to control one’s Pro and Con
and to dispose of them, so that one knows how to employ a variety of perspectives and affective interpretations in the service of
knowledge.
Henceforth, my dear philosophers, let us be on guard against the
dangerous old conceptual fiction that posited a “pure, will-less, painless, timeless knowing subject”; let us guard against the snares of
such contradictory concepts as “pure reason,” “absolute spirituality,”
“knowledge in itself’: these always demand that we should think of
an eye that is completely unthinkable, an eye turned in no particular
direction, in which the active and interpreting forces, through which
alone seeing becomes seeing something, are supposed to be lacking;
these always demand of the eye an absurdity and a nonsense. There
is only a perspective seeing, only a perspective “knowing”; and the
more affects we allow to speak about one thing, the more eyes, different eyes, we can use to observe one thing, the more complete will
our “concept” of this thing, our “objectivity,” be. But to eliminate the
will altogether, to suspend each and every affect, supposing we were
capable of this— what would that mean but to castrate the intellect?—
(Genealogy ofMorality)

My chiefproposition: there are no moral phenomena, there is only
a moral interpretation of these phenomena. This interpretation itself
is of extra-moral origin.
(Will to Power)
Against positivism, which halts at phenomena— “There are only
facts”— I would say: No, facts is precisely what there is not, only interpretations. We cannot establish any fact “in itself’: perhaps it is folly
to want to do such a thing.
“Everything is subjective,” you say; but even this is interpretation.
The “subject” is not something given, it is something added and invented and projected behind what there is.— Finally, is it necessary
to posit an interpreter behind the interpretation? Even this is invention, hypothesis.
Insofar as the word “knowledge” has any meaning, the world is
knowable; but it is interpretable otherwise, it has no meaning behind
it, but countless meanings.— “Perspectivism.”
(Ibid.)

■
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I How the “True World” Finally Became a Fable
The H istory o f a n Error

1. The true world— attainable for the sage, the pious, the virtuous
ttnin; he lives in it, he is it.
(The oldest form o f the idea, relatively sensible, simple, and persuasive. A circumlocution for the sentence, “I, Plato, am the truth.”)
2. The true world— unattainable for now, but promised for the
Huge, the pious, the virtuous man (“for the sinner who repents”).
(Progress o f the idea: it becomes more subtle, insidious, incomprehensible— it becomesfemale, it becomes Christian.)
3. The true world— unattainable, indemonstrable, unpromisable;
but the very thought of it— a consolation, an obligation, an imperative.
(At bottom, the old sun, but seen through mist and skepticism. The
Idea has become elusive, pale, Nordic, Konigsbergian [i.e., Kantian].)
4. The true world— unattainable? At any rate, unattained. And
being unattained, also unknown. Consequently, not consoling, redeeming, or obligating: how could something unknown obligate us?
(Gray morning. The first yawn of reason. The cockcrow of positivism.)
5. The “true” world— an idea which is no longer good for anything, not even obligating— an idea which has becom e useless and
Nuperfluous— consequently, a refuted idea: let us abolish it!
(Bright day; breakfast; return of bon sens and cheerfulness; Plato’s
embarrassed blush; pandemonium of all free spirits.)
6. The true world—we have abolished. What world has remained?
The apparent one perhaps? But no! With the true world we have also

abolished the apparent one.
(Noon; moment of the briefest shadow; end of the longest error;
high point of humanity; INCIPIT ZARATHUSTRA.)
(Twilight o f the Idols)

On The Will to Power
Suppose nothing else were “given” as real except our world of desires and passions, and we could not get down, or up, to any other
"reality” besides the reality of our drives— for thinking is merely a relation of these drives to each other: is it not permitted to make the
experiment and to ask the question whether this “given” would not
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be sufficient for also understanding on the basis of this kind of thing
the so-called mechanistic (or “material”) world? I mean, not as a deception, as “mere appearance,” an “idea” (in the sense o f Berkeley
and Schopenhauer) but as holding the same rank of reality as our affect— as a more primitive form of the world of affects in which everything still lies contained in a powerful unity before it undergoes ramifications and developments in the organic process (and, as is only ;
fair, also becomes tenderer and weaker)— as a kind of instinctive life
in which all organic functions are still synthetically intertwined along
with self-regulation, assimilation, nourishment, excretion, and me- :
tabolism— as a pre-form of life.
In the end not only is it permitted to make this experiment; the conscience of method demands it. Not to assume several kinds of causality until the experiment of making do with a single one has been
pushed to its utmost limit (to the point of nonsense, if I may say so)—
that is a moral of method which one may not shirk today— it follows
“from its definition,” as a mathematician would say. The question is
in the end whether we really recognize the will as efficient, whether
we believe in the causality of the will: if we do— and at bottom our
faith in this is nothing less than our faith in causality itself—then we
have to make the experiment of positing the causality of the will hypothetically as the only one. “Will,” of course, can affect only “will”—
and not “matter” (not “nerves,” for example). In short, one has to risk
the hypothesis whether will does not affect will wherever “effects” are
recognized— and whether all mechanical occurrences are not, insofar
as a force is active in them, will force, effects of will.
Suppose, finally, we succeeded in explaining our entire instinctive
life as the development and ramification of one basic form of the
will— namely, of the will to power, as my proposition has it; suppose }■
all organic functions could be traced back to this will to power and
one could also find in it the solution of the problem of procreation
and nourishment— it is one problem— then one would have gained
the right to determine all efficient force univocally as—will topower.
The world viewed from inside, the world defined and determined according to its “intelligible character”— it would be “will to power”
and nothing else.—
(Beyond Good and Evil)
A tablet of the good hangs over every people. Behold, it is the
tablet of their overcomings; behold, it is the voice of their will to
power.
(Zarathustra)
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I understand by “morality” a system of evaluations that partially
coincides with the conditions of a creature’s life.
(Will to Power)
It is our needs that interpret the world; our drives and their For
and Against. Every drive is a kind of lust to rule; each one has its perspective that it would like to compel all the other drives to accept as
a norm.
(Ibid.)
"finds and means”
“Cause and effect”
“Subject and object”
“Acting and suffering”
"Thing-in-itself and appearance”
as interpretations (not as facts)

and to what extent perhaps
necessary interpretations? (as
required for “preservation”)—
all in the sense of a will to
power.

(Ibid.)
What are our evaluations and moral tables really worth? What is
the outcome of their rule? For whom? In relation to what?— Answer:
lor life. But what is life? Here we need a new, more definite formulation of the concept “life.” My formula for it is: Life is will to power.

(Ibid.)
What is good? Everything that heightens the feeling of power in
man, the will to power, power itself.
What is bad? Everything that is born of weakness.
What is happiness? The feeling that power is growing, that resistance is overcome.
Not contentedness but more power; not peace but war; not virtue
but fitness (Renaissance virtue, virtù, virtue that is moraline-free).
The weak and the failures shall perish: first principle of our love
of man. And they shall even be given every possible assistance.
What is more harmful than any vice? Active pity for all the failures
and all the weak: Christianity.
(The Antichrist)*
And do you know what “the world” is to me? Shall I show it to
you in my mirror? This world: a monster of energy, without beginning, without end; a firm, iron magnitude of force that does not grow

*From The Portable Nietzsche, edited and translated by Walter Kaufmann. Copyright
1954 by The Viking Press, Inc.
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bigger or smaller, that does not expend itself but only transforms itself; as a whole, of unalterable size, a household without expenses
or losses, but likewise without increase or income; enclosed by
“nothingness” as by a boundary; not something blurry or wasted, not
something endlessly extended, but set in a definite space as a definite force, and not a space that might be “empty” here or there, but
rather as force throughout, as a play of forces and waves of forces,
at the same time one and many, increasing here and at the same time
decreasing there; a sea of forces flowing and rushing together, eternally changing, eternally flooding back, with tremendous years of recurrence, with an ebb and a flood of its forms; out o f the simplest
forms striving toward the most complex, out of the stillest, most rigid,
coldest forms toward the hottest, most turbulent, most self-contradictory, and then again returning home to the simple out o f this
abundance, out of the play of contradictions back to the joy o f concord, still affirming itself in this uniformity of its courses and its years,
blessing itself as that which must return eternally, as a becoming that
knows no satiety, no disgust, no weariness: this, my Dionysian world
of the eternally self-creating the eternally self-destroying, this mystery
world of the twofold voluptuous delight my “beyond good and evil,”
without goal, unless the joy of the circle is itself a goal; without will,
unless a ring feels good will toward itself—do you want a name for
this world? A solution for all its riddles? A light for you too, you bestconcealed, strongest, most intrepid, most midnightly men?— This
world is the will topower—and nothing besides! And you yourselves
are also this will to power— and nothing besides!
(Will to Power)

On Eternal Recurrence
The greatest stress. How, if some day or night a demon were to sneak
after you into your loneliest loneliness and say to you, “This life as
you now live it and have lived it, you will have to live once more and
innumerable times more; and there will be nothing new in it, but
every pain and every joy and every thought and sigh and everything
immeasurably small or great in your life must return to you— all in
the same succession and sequence— even this spider and this moonlight between the trees, and even this moment and I myself. The eternal hourglass of existence is turned over and over, and you with it, a
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dust grain of dust.” Would you not throw yourself down and gnash
your teeth and curse the demon who spoke thus? Or did you once
experience a tremendous moment when you would have answered
him, “You are a god, and never have I heard anything more godly.”
If this thought were to gain possession of you, it would change you,
UK you are, or perhaps crush you. The question in each and every
thing, “Do you want this once more and innumerable times more?”
would weigh upon your actions as the greatest stress. Or how well
disposed would you have to become to yourself and to life to crave
nothing m ore fervently than this ultimate eternal confirmation and
(Gay Science)
Neal?
The two most extreme modes of thought— the mechanistic and
the Platonic— are reconciled in the eternal recu rren ce: both as ideals.
(Will to Power)

The law of the conservation of energy demands eternal re cu rrence.

(Ibid.)

If the world may be thought of as a certain definite quantity of
force and as a certain definite number of centers of force— and every
other representation remains indefinite and therefore useless— it follows that, in the great dice game of existence, it must pass through a
calculable number of combinations. In infinite time, every possible
combination would at some time or another be realized; more: it
would be realized an infinite number of times. And since between
every combination and its next recurrence all other possible combinations would have to take place, and each of these combinations
conditions the entire sequence of combinations in the same series, a
circular movement of absolutely identical series is thus demonstrated: the world as a circular movement that has already repeated
Itself infinitely often and plays its game in infinitum.
(Ibid.)

